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Question 1.

Student Number: _

(30 marks)

When would a protocol designer be likely to choose to use a grammar when
designing a protocol? (To explain: What kind ofprotocol would the
designer be designing if a grammar was selected as a tool?)

[10 marks]

What advantages does using a grammar offer to the designer?
[6 marks]

What disadvantages are there when a grammar is used?
[6 marks]

What alternative methods might be used to assist in the design of a protocol
if a grammar is not appropriate?

[8 marks]
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Question 2.

Stt dent Number:-------

(15 marks)

If it desires, a TCP system can almost always avoid IP fragmentation. UDP
however cannot guarantee to avoid fragmentation. What is the difference
between the natures of TCP and UDP that leads to this result?

[4 marks]

What is the mechanism that is used when a system (like TCP, or perhaps an
application using UDP) wishes to avoid fragmentation?

[2 marks]

How does it work?
[6 marks]

Is there any other method by which fragmentation can be avoided? If so,
what is it? Under what circumstances might this be practical?

[3 marks]
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Question 3. (20 marks)

Which do you believe is more important when designing a protocol,
efficiency or extensibility?

[1 mark]

Why?
[10 marks]

Give examples from protocols that support your argument (which can be
cases where a positive result was achieved from following the advice you
would give, or cases where a poor result was achieved after adopting the
other approach).

[9 marks]
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Question 4.

St ident Number:--------1

(10 marks)

Explain why the technique of dividing a name space into two parts (such as
names that start with "X" and names that (10 not start with "X", or positive
and negative numbers, or any similar division) in order to reserve one of the
two parts for future standard names, while leaving the other part available
for general use by anyone, is not an effective design choice.
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Question 5.

Sndent Number: _

(10 marks)

Some protocols use a binary packet format with fixed fields, others protocols
use a binary packet format with an encodec' representation of what the
various data represents, and yet other protocols use a text based packet
format, with words (or strings that approximate words) as the field
identification.

Given an example of a protocol of each type.
[4 marks]

Explain in what circumstances each might tea suitable technique to use
when a new protocol is to be defined.

[6 marks]
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Question 6.

Student Number:-------

(20 marks)

Using (at least) three different examples, explain how a protocol can be
designed so that it can be extended in the future.

Make the examples as different from each other as you can imagine, so you
show methods by which a protocol can be e xtended that are not similar to
each other.
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